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Green Guide for London
The handbook for sustainable living in London
seventh edition, completely revised with a new directory
784 pages, full colour, softback & hardback,
printed on FSC-certified paper in the UK, published in June 2016
At 784 pages printed in full colour, this entirely new London edition will be the biggest
and most comprehensive Green Guide to date. The directory contains more than 5,000
entries covering the whole gamut of sustainable urban living. The comprehensve
listings are put into context with over 180 pages of editorial, including essays from
some of London's leading eco-thinkers and writers alongside 120 case studies, profiles,
and reports on the projects that are making the city greener.
We've spent more than three years researching the people, organisations and
companies working hard to create businesses and communities dedicated to a
planet-friendly way of life. Whether it be a restaurant sourcing local, seasonal food,
an architect designing a low-carbon house, a consultant advising on CSR and
sustainability, or a theatre cutting waste and saving energy, you'll find them and
their story alongside much, much more.
The Green Guide for London will be published in two formats: a softback priced
£16.99 and a hardback with a dust cover priced £25.00. Full colour throughout with
stunning photography, including more than a dozen full page images, the book is
printed in England on FSC-certified paper and to the highest eco standards.
The Green Guides are for the millions of people – consumers and those in business
and education – who are seeking out sustainable, greener and more ethical choices
in their everyday lives. From food to fashion, from home to office, and from travel
to leisure, these people want a way of life and work that is healthier, more natural,
better and fairer. The Green Guide covers it all and offers an option for just about
anything at home, at play and at work.

Publication Date: June 2016
Publisher: The Green Guide Ltd
Imprint: Green Guide
ISBN:

But why a near 800-page book? In a time of 140 characters, instant reaction and the
all pervasive nature of ego journalism, there is still a place for considered, curated
content that places people and ideas at its heart. A book where issues can be
explored in-depth, a directory that allows you to follow a thought-process through
to an unexpected destination. Green London is vast, sprawling and complex, but it’s
also exciting, fast-developing and driven by passion. We can’t hope to cover
everything in a single book, but we do aim to capture the spirit and relentless
optimism of our greening capital.

SB: 978-1-905731-31-2
HB: 978-1-905731-51-0

Size: 240mm high x 170mm wide
Extent: 784pps
Price: £16.99 (SB) & £25.00 (HB)
Cover: Softback & Hardback with dust cover

Distributed by:
Central Books Ltd
99 Wallis Road, London E9 5LN
t: +44 (0) 020 8525 8800
e: contactus@centralbooks.com

The topics covered are:
 Food & Drink
 Fashion & Beauty
 Home, Building, Garden & Energy
 Sharing, Reusing, Recycling & Waste
 Heath & Wellbeing
 Children, Family & Community

 Transport
 Travel, Holidays & Things to do
 Sustainability, Business & Finance
 Politics, Conservation & Campaigning
 Media & Arts
 Information, Education & Careers

The Green Guide, first published in 1994, is the UK’s most comprehensive directory of
planet-friendly goods, services, contacts and organisations. It is the best source of
everything organic, natural, fairtrade and sustainable, containing all the information
needed for planet-friendly living

For further information and to place an order:
e: booksales@greenguide.co.uk

w: www.greenguide.co.uk

The Green Guide Ltd, 110 Bertram Road, Enfield, London EN1 1LS, United Kingdom
t: +44 (0) 20 8366 3636

